**Diligence Can Make Our Fortune**

The necessity of diligence may, indeed, be regarded as the main root and spring of all that we call progress in different civilisations. In every walk of life happiness is a fruit of which labor is the soil. We cannot enjoy the fruit without sowing the seed. Fortune has often been blamed for the blindness, but fortune is not as blind as men themselves. Greatness in any walk of life requires great pains; the world will invariably go against them without any fault on their own part, but all complaints against fate or luck, if we look into the matter closely and critically, we shall discover, are altogether baseless and fate. Fate is not a conscious being that can make or mar our happiness. It is creation of idle fancy, an invention of superstitious brains.

When men cannot examine and acknowledge their own weakness, saying to the existing to which they are subject, they will, like all other creatures which the world invariably goes against without any fault on their own part, but all complaints against fate or luck, if we look into the matter closely and critically, we shall discover, are altogether baseless and fate. Fate is not a conscious being that can make or mar our happiness. It is creation of idle fancy, an invention of superstitious brains.

Not only the proverb but the lives of great men bear an ample witness to that fact that success, and happiness are achieved not by those who leave alone or rest on the achievements of others, but by those who laboriously who go the longest and win the most. Success is seldom seen in those who hire one to ruin. The ability to labor, technology, and educational opportunities provide everyone with the availability to improve themselves and their life circumstances. These patterns in higher incomes and educational opportunities have an impact on their spending. As the income continues to flow into the library and read books, or creators of works of art.

**Migration Fact vs. Misconception**

By Peter D. Sutherland

Migration continues to dominate political debate in many countries with strong immigration and social policy, but in other societies worldwide. But public opinion on this crucial issue is often shaped by emotion, rather than fact. That is a lack of open and effectual dialogue about migration’s risks or its many benefits. Populist leaders, in particular, have been eager to manipulate the political debate. They have used a mix of fear and lies to win over voters.

Recent attempts to influence the debate include the use of statistics. They must make clear to citizens that the problems for which immigrants are blamed are not actually their fault. And they must highlight immigrants’ large social and economic contributions. The Brexit vote was driven by a distorted picture – uglily painted by televised newspapers and populist politicians – of a country overfowling with migrants. As a summary, surveys show that in most countries, residents greatly overestimate the number of migrants in their midst. In some Eastern European countries, Muslim migrants are perceived as being up to 70 times more numerous than they are.

The truth is that the share of people living outside their own countries of origin is not large. The world’s estimated 235 million international migrants represent about 3% of the world’s population. The migrants are not there to drain the local economies. They are there to provide skills that local people lack. But the approach of anti-immigrant sentiment extends far beyond national borders. If populist leaders continue to dominate political debate in many countries, it may become increasingly difficult for countries to become united.
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